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It is only right that Dædalus should de-
vote an issue to happiness, seeing that 
its publisher was chartered with the
“end and design” of cultivating “every
art and science which may tend to ad-
vance the interest, honour, dignity, and
happiness of a free, independent, and
virtuous people.” 

Its publisher, of course, is the Ameri-
can Academy of Arts and Sciences,
founded in 1780 at a time when Ameri-
cans–newly independent and free–
were demanding that their institutions,
like their government, serve a purpose,
that they be useful. And to many eigh-
teenth-century minds, there was simply
no better test of usefulness than ‘utili-
ty’–the property of promoting happi-
ness. The English philosopher Jeremy
Bentham is often credited with ½rst ar-
ticulating the creed. But when he ob-
served in 1776 in his lawyerly prose that

“By the principle of utility is meant that
principle which approves or disapproves
of every action whatsoever, according to
the tendency which it appears to have to
augment or diminish the happiness of
the party whose interest is in question,”
he was merely giving voice to what was
already an eighteenth-century common-
place. To many enlightened souls on
both sides of the Atlantic, the need to
promote happiness had assumed the 
status of a self-evident truth. 

That this truth, for all its self-evidence,
was a relatively recent discovery–the
product, give or take a decade, of the
preceding one hundred years–is im-
portant. For though happiness itself
already possessed a long history by the
eighteenth century, the idea that insti-
tutions should be expected to promote
it–and that people should expect to re-
ceive it, in this life–was a tremendous
novelty. 

It involved nothing less than a revolu-
tion in human expectations, while rais-
ing, in turn, a delicate question. Just
who, precisely, was worthy of happi-
ness? Was it ½t for all? Was happiness 
a right or a reward? And what, for that
matter, did the curious word really
mean? 

The answers to such questions take us
to the heart of an eighteenth-century
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contradiction that remains with us to
the present day. 

It may already have been noted that im-
plicit in the few lines from the Acade-
my’s charter is another central assump-
tion regarding happiness, though in this
case the assumption is far older than the
eighteenth century. If we leave aside for
now the meaning of “interest, honour,
and dignity,” we can see most clearly
that the Academy is asked not simply to
cultivate every art and science that ad-
vances happiness, but every art and sci-
ence that advances the happiness of a
“free, independent, and virtuous peo-
ple.” The people in question are the 
citizens of the United States. And the
implicit assumption is that those living
in bondage or sin are not worthy of
happiness. In light of the fact that slav-
ery was long considered but a species 
of sin, and freedom but a product of liv-
ing well, I want to focus solely on the
remaining term–virtue–sketching in
what follows a genealogy of its close
links to happiness. 

The belief in the intimate association
of happiness and virtue was widely
shared in the eighteenth century. The
same man who coupled liberty and the
pursuit of happiness so closely in the
Declaration of Independence could later
state without equivocation that “Happi-
ness is the aim of life, but virtue is the
foundation of happiness.” Jefferson’s
collaborator on the draft of the Declara-
tion and an early member of the Ameri-
can Academy, Benjamin Franklin, simi-
larly observed in 1776 that “virtue and
happiness are mother and daughter.”
This assumption had for many the status
of a received truth. But the evidence for
it was not at all recent. 

On the contrary, it had accumulated 
so steadily, so imperceptibly over the
course of centuries as to become less a

self-evident truth than a truth unexam-
ined, one that seemingly required no evi-
dence at all. 

It was Aristotle, in the fourth century
b.c.e., who ½rst put the matter most
forcefully. Happiness, he expounded at
length in the Nichomachean Ethics, is an
“activity of the soul that expresses vir-
tue.” For Aristotle, all things in the uni-
verse have a purpose, a function, an end
(telos). And that end, he says, is what
gives expression to the highest nature
and calling of the thing. In the famous
example, the noble end of the acorn is to
become a thriving oak, and in the same
way the function of the harpist is to play
the harp (and of the excellent harpist to
play it well). 

But can we say that there is a function
speci½c to human beings in general?
Aristotle believes that we can, and he
identi½es it as reason. Reason is what
distinguishes us from plants, nonhuman
animals, and nonliving things, and so
our purpose must involve its fruitful cul-
tivation. Living a life according to reason
is for Aristotle the human function, and
living an excellent life–reasoning well
throughout its course and acting accord-
ingly–is for him a virtuous life. Achiev-
ing such a life will bring us happiness,
which thus represents our highest call-
ing, our ultimate purpose, the ½nal 
end to which all others are necessarily
subordinate. 

Happiness for Aristotle is not a fleet-
ing feeling or an ephemeral passion. It 
is, rather, the product of a life well lived,
the summation of a full, flourishing exis-
tence, sustained to the end of one’s days,
“a complete life.” 

It follows naturally enough that Aris-
totle affords at least some place to the
role of fortune–chance–in influencing
our happiness. For no one would count a
man happy, he acknowledges, “who suf-
fered the worst evils and misfortunes.”
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To do so would be to defend a “philoso-
pher’s paradox.” 

In conceding this role to chance as a
determinant of happiness, Aristotle, on
the one hand, is simply admitting with
his characteristic level-headedness the
limits on our ability to determine our
fate. In a world of uncertainty, anything
might happen before the end–a truth,
Aristotle af½rms, that is well captured
in the celebrated phrase of the legislator
Solon, “Call no man happy until he is
dead.” Yet on the other hand, by seek-
ing to circumscribe the role of chance 
in the ½rst place–to cow it into submis-
sion by virtue’s superior force–Aris-
totle was also participating in a much
broader philosophical shift, one that
directly challenged Solon’s ancient 
wisdom. 

In order to fully appreciate this chal-
lenge, it is helpful to look for a moment
at the principal word in ancient Greek
for happiness, eudaimonia, one of a con-
stellation of closely related terms that
includes eutychia (lucky), olbios (blessed;
favored), and makarios (blessed; happy;
blissful).1 In some ways encompassing
the meaning of all of these terms, eudai-
mon (happy) literally signi½es ‘good spir-
it’ or ‘good god,’ from eu=good and dai-
mon=demon/spirit. In colloquial terms,
to be eudaimon was to be lucky, for in a
world fraught with constant upheaval,
uncertainty, and privation, to have a
good spirit working on one’s behalf was
the ultimate mark of good fortune. Even
more it was a mark of divine favor, for
the gods, it was believed, worked
through the daimones, emissaries and
conductors of their will. And this, in the
pre-Socratic world, was the key to happi-

ness. To fall from divine favor–or to fall
under the influence of an evil spirit–was
to be dysdaimon or kakodaimon–‘unhap-
py’ (dys/kako=bad), or more colorfully,
‘in the shit,’ a not altogether inappro-
priate play on the Greek kakka (shit/
turds).2 In a world governed by super-
natural forces, human happiness was a
plaything of the gods, a spiritual force
beyond our control. When viewed
through mortal eyes, the world’s hap-
penings–and so our happiness–could
only appear random, a function of
chance. 

Central to the outlook of Hesiod and
Homer, with strong echoes in many of
the lamentations of Greek tragedy, this
conception of happiness would prove
remarkably stubborn. We need only
think of the word itself: in every Indo-
European language, the modern words
for happiness, as they took shape in the
late Middle Ages and early Renaissance,
are all cognate with luck. And so we get
‘happiness’ from the early Middle Eng-
lish (and Old Norse) happ–chance, for-
tune, what happens in the world–and the
Mittelhochdeutsch Glück, still the modern
German word for happiness and luck.
There is the Old French heur (luck;
chance), root of bonheur (happiness),
and heureux (happy); and the Portuguese
felicidade, the Spanish felicidad, and the
Italian felicità–all derived ultimately
from the Latin felix for luck (sometimes
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Makar, Eudaimon, Olbios, Eutychia: A Study of 
the Semantic Field Denoting Happiness in Ancient
Greek to the End of the Fifth Century b.c. (Am-
sterdam: Adolf M. Hakkert, 1969).

2  The kak- root (bad) in Greek bears no direct
linguistic relationship to the kakk- root (caca;
turds). Yet the classical Greeks used kak- words
as generic forms of cursing to signify ‘damn,’
or perhaps even more strongly, ‘oh shit,’ thus
rendering the pun plausible if not immediately
apparent in formal terms. I am grateful to Jef-
frey Henderson of Boston University for shar-
ing his expertise on this matter. On the Greek
penchant for such punning in general, see Hen-
derson’s wonderful The Maculate Muse: Obscene
Language in Attic Comedy, 2nd ed. (New York:
Oxford University Press, 1991).



fate). Happiness, in a word, is what hap-
pens to us. If we no longer say that we 
are kakodaimon when things don’t go 
our way, we still sometimes acknowl-
edge, rather more prosaically, that “shit
happens.” 

Despite this linguistic tenacity, most
people today are probably uncomfort-
able with the idea that happiness might
lie in the roll of the dice. And at least
part of the reason for that uneasiness 
can be traced to Aristotle and his central
contention that our behavior is the larg-
est single factor in determining our hap-
piness. Taking his cue from both Soc-
rates and Plato before him, Aristotle
avowed faith in human agency, in our
ability to control our fortune by control-
ling our actions and responses to the
happenings of the world.

Aristotle’s efforts, in this regard, were
part of a much broader movement to
ensure the inviolability of a flourishing
life in the face of external contingency
and chance. As Martha Nussbaum has
shown, Greek culture of the fourth and
½fth centuries b.c.e., in fact, was ob-
sessed with precisely this dilemma: how
to ensure happiness despite what may
happen to us, despite the unpredictability
of luck.3

The same question continued to pre-
occupy the Romans, and indeed it is the
response of the Stoic philosophers Cic-
ero and Epictetus that best illustrates the
extent of that new faith in human agen-
cy. Whereas Aristotle and others had left
at least some room for the play of chance
in determining happiness, Cicero and
Epictetus attempted to rule out its influ-
ence altogether. If the man of virtue is
the happy man, they argued, then the
man of perfect virtue should be happy

come what may. Happiness is a function
of the will, not of external forces. And 
so, extending this logic to its end point,
Cicero is able to conclude that even the
most extreme physical suffering should
not thwart the happiness of the true
Stoic sage. “Happiness . . . will not trem-
ble, however much it is tortured.” The
good man can be happy even on the
rack.

Like Aristotle, the great majority of the
founding fathers of both the American
Republic and the American Academy
would likely have dismissed such talk 
as the defense of a philosopher’s para-
dox. Yet in its very exaggeration the ex-
ample illustrates perfectly the wider–
and widely shared–classical view that 
happiness and pain were by no means
mutually exclusive.4 Happiness itself
was not a function of feeling, but a 
function of virtue. And as such it fre-
quently required denial, sacri½ce, even
suffering. To anyone in the eighteenth
century who had received a classical
education–which is to say, the vast
majority of educated men and wom-
en–this was a powerful set of received
assumptions.

And of course Cicero and Epictetus
were not the only sources of the assump-
tion that happiness sometimes required
suffering, since a very different sort of
man had also equated happiness with
pain. That man was Jesus Christ, and his
instrument of torture, his rack, was the
cross. 

Admittedly, the image of a mutilated
corpse, suspended by nails from planks
of wood, and surrounded by weeping
women, does not call happiness immedi-
ately to mind. One will certainly be for-
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3  See Martha C. Nussbaum, The Fragility of
Goodness: Luck and Ethics in Greek Tragedy and
Philosophy (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, 1986). 

4  This, I would argue, is true even of Epicure-
anism, although the case is certainly complicat-
ed. For more on Epicurus, see below.



given for harboring similar reservations
about the religious tradition that grew
up around this lugubrious symbol. With
reason, it might seem, has Christianity
been called the worship of sorrow.

And yet, we need only recall Christ’s
frequent injunction to “rejoice and be
glad” to appreciate that the appeal of
this new faith lay in more than simply 
its invitation to take part in the suffering
and sacri½ce of its central founder. The
promise of redemption through suffer-
ing–and the promise of a happiness
greater than could ever be imagined on
Earth–animated the tradition from the
outset. 

Consider, for example, the nature of
Christ’s promise in the Gospels, and par-
ticularly the ringing good news of the
Sermon on the Mount and the Sermon
on the Plain as recorded, respectively, by
Matthew and Luke in the second half of
the ½rst century a.d.

Each begins with a series of ‘beati-
tudes,’ so named because of the Vul-
gate translation of the Greek term with
which they open. Beati in Latin, makarios
in Greek–the terms are often rendered 
in English as ‘blessed,’ although ‘happy’
would serve equally well, as indeed it
does in some English and various other
translations, such as in French, where
heureux from the Old French heur is used
in the cannon. What is critical, though,
is the original Greek term itself–criti-
cal, on the one hand, in that the term is
not eudaimon, a word that any educated
speaker of Greek in the ½rst century
would have immediately associated with
the tradition of classical philosophy; but
critical, on the other, in that makarios
was itself a term employed frequently 
by classical authors, including Aristotle 
and Plato, to signify ‘happy’ or ‘blessed.’
More exalted than eudaimon, without the
same emphasis on chance, makarios sig-
ni½ed an even loftier state, implying a

direct connection to the gods. More
importantly, it was the word that had
already been chosen by the authors of
the Septuagint, the Greek translation of
the Jewish Bible (the Christian Old Tes-
tament), in their rendering of the classi-
cal Hebrew beatitudes, the so-called
Ashrel. As Thomas Carlyle was later
moved to observe, “There is something
higher than happiness, and that is bless-
edness.” 

The authors of the New Testament
beatitudes would certainly have agreed.
Here is Matthew:

Blessed [beati/makarios] are the poor in 
spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heav-      

en.
Blessed are those who mourn, for they will  

be comforted.
Blessed are the meek, for they will inherit

the earth. . . .
Blessed are those who hunger and thirst

for righteousness, for they will be ½lled.
Blessed are the merciful, for they will  

receive mercy.
Blessed are the pure in heart, for they will 

see God.
Blessed are the peacemakers, for they will

be called children of God.
Blessed are those who are persecuted for 

righteousness’s sake, for theirs is the 
kingdom of heaven. 

(Matthew 5:3–11)

And here is Luke:

Blessed [beati/makarios] are you who are 
poor, for yours is the kingdom of God.

Blessed are you who are hungry now, for 
you will be ½lled.

Blessed are you who weep now, for you 
will laugh.

Blessed are you when people hate you and 
when they exclude you, revile you, and 

defame you on account of the Son of
Man. 
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Rejoice in that day and leap for joy, for 
surely your reward is great in heaven. 

(Luke 6:20–22)

Much, of course, could be said about
these curious passages, now nearly two
thousand years old. But let it suf½ce here
to emphasize the promise of imminent
reward for those living virtuously in the
here and now. The merciful, the pure in
heart, the meek–all who pursue justice
and the way of the Lord–will be given
their due, granted mercy, a direct audi-
ence with God, intimacy in his family,
and the rich legacy of his kingdom. The
hungry shall be ½lled, the mournful shall
laugh, their gifts will be great in heaven.
And though all are enjoined to rejoice
now in this expectation–to “leap for
joy”–this is essentially a proleptic hap-
piness, a happiness of the future, what
Augustine would later call the “happi-
ness of hope.”

This Christian conception was tremen-
dously powerful. For the happiness
promised in the beatitudes, and subse-
quently elaborated in Christian tradi-
tion, was at once speci½c in its sugges-
tions of rich reward and extremely, luxu-
riantly vague. Here the imagination
could be set free to revel in the delights
of the kingdom of God, to fantasize the
total ful½llment that would justify one’s
earthly pains. All the milk and honey of
Jewish deliverance was joined to a new
prospect of ecstatic, erotic communion
with God, of gazing lovingly into his
eyes, “face to face,” as the Apostle Paul
had promised. The words themselves–
release, rapture, passion, bliss–are re-
vealing. Whether in heaven or the New
Jerusalem, the happiness of paradise
would be entire and eternal, endless 
and complete. 

Even better, the beati½c vision offered
a seductive rejoinder to Solon’s saying

“Call no man happy until he is dead.” 
In the Christian account, happiness was
death–a proposition that dealt a power-
ful blow to the vagaries of earthly for-
tune, while at the same time transform-
ing the end of human life from a bound-
ary into a gateway. Whereas in the classi-
cal account, happiness encompassed the
span of a lifetime, Christian beatitude
was in½nite. And whereas classical hap-
piness remained a comparatively cere-
bral affair–cool, deliberative, rational,
balanced–Christian happiness was un-
abashedly sensual in its imagined ecsta-
sies. Feeling, intense feeling, was what
flowed forth with Christ’s blood, trans-
formed in the miracle of the Eucharist
from the fruit of intense pain to the
sweet nectar of rapture. 

And yet, for all their essential differ-
ences, there were important similarities
between the classical and Christian con-
ceptions. In each tradition, happiness
remained an exalted state, a precious
reward for great sacri½ce, commitment,
and pain. The consummation, the
crowning glory of a well-lived life, hap-
piness would be granted only to the wor-
thy, the virtuous, the god-like happy few. 

As Christianity was fused ever closer
with the intellectual inheritance of the
classical pagan authors, these similari-
ties were only strengthened. It is no co-
incidence that when Augustine put pen
to paper shortly after his conversion to
Christianity in 386, he entitled his ½rst
work De Beata Vita, The blessed or happy
life. True, he treats there the theme that
he would develop with such eloquence
in the Confessions and The City of God–
that perfect happiness, in this life, is sim-
ply not possible, because of original sin.
Nonetheless, the work is a classical dia-
logue, with a message bearing the deep
imprint of Plato and Cicero: that the
“search for higher happiness, not merely
its actual attainment, is a prize beyond
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all human wealth or honor or physical
pleasure.”5 Augustine’s continual assur-
ance that although “we do not enjoy a
present happiness” we can “look for-
ward to happiness in the future with
steadfast endurance,” kept this once
classical, now Christian, end directly in
the sights of all who wandered as pil-
grims on the deserts of life. 

One could make similar observations
with respect to various other pillars of
church doctrine, citing Boethius, say,
from his influential sixth-century De
Consolatione Philosophiae, in which he
repeatedly insists that the “entire thrust
of the human will as directed to various
pursuits is to hasten towards happi-
ness.” And of course there is Aquinas,
who in stitching the rediscovered clas-
sics of Aristotle–and particularly the
Nichomachean Ethics–into the tapestry 
of the medieval church ensured that
Aristotle’s highest end would endure,
with only minor alterations, as the
Christian telos for centuries to come. 
By the end of the Renaissance, in fact,
Christianity and classicism had grown
so closely intertwined on the subject of
happiness that works of Christian Sto-
icism, Christian Platonism, Christian
Aristotelianism, and even Christian Epi-
cureanism tackled the subject in depth.6

The existence particularly of Christian
Epicurean tracts on happiness may seem
odd, even a contradiction in terms. Yet it
is too often forgotten that Epicurus him-
self was an unimpeachable ascetic who
taught that “genuine pleasure” was not

“the pleasure of profligates,” but rather
the simple satisfaction of a mind and
body at peace. This was a message that
less severe Christians could ½nd amena-
ble. And with the changing attitudes to-
ward pleasure that bubbled up from the
twelfth-century ‘renaissance’ through
the Rinascimento itself, increasing num-
bers of them did.

The fact is important, for it highlights
a tension that had existed in the Chris-
tian conception of happiness from the
start. On the one hand an earthly exis-
tence that demanded denial and renun-
ciation, the embrace of suffering as imi-
tatio Christi and the just deserts for origi-
nal sin. And on the other, the promise 
of a reward that was often pleasurable–
sensual–in the extreme. Heaven may
always have seemed a paradise, but be-
ginning in the thirteenth century, its lux-
uries achieved new levels in the Chris-
tian imagination. “In that ½nal happi-
ness every human desire will be ful½lled,”
Aquinas observes in the Summa against
the Gentiles, and men and women will
know “perfect pleasure,” the “perfect
delight of the senses,” to say nothing 
of those of the mind. No pleasure, no
pleasure at all, would be lacking–even,
Aquinas speci½ed (to the later delight of
Nietzsche) the pleasure of enjoying oth-
ers’ pain. Beati in regno coelesti videbunt
poenas damnatorum, ut beatitude illis 
magis compleaceat. The saved would 
feast on the sight of the sufferings of
the damned. 

Creative speculation on the Christian
meaning of happiness multiplied during
the High Renaissance. In works like
Lorenzo Valla’s On Pleasure (1431) and
the monk Celso Maffei’s Pleasing Expla-
nation of the Sensuous Pleasures of Paradise
(1504), to name only two, little was left
to the imagination, with accounts brim-
ming over with the delights that awaited
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6  See Charles Trinkhaus, Adversity’s Noblemen:
The Italian Humanists on Happiness (New York:
Columbia University Press, 1940).



the faithful in the world to come.7 Clas-
sical descriptions of Elysium, the Blessed
Isles, and the pagan Golden Age were
freely adapted to give spice to the after-
life, as were Christians’ own accounts of
the Paradise before the Fall, where, as
Augustine had stressed, “true joy [had]
flowed perpetually from God.” The Re-
naissance imagination thus ranged freely
forward to the joys that would come,
and backward to those that had been.
But the impulse to do so in such graphic
detail clearly came from the present. The
imagined pleasures beyond, that is, were
a reflection of the greater acceptance of
pleasure in the here and now.

The reasons for such a broad shift are
of course complex. But in terms of ideas,
an important place must be given to
Aquinas and his fellow Christian Aris-
totelians. For by de-emphasizing the
total, vitiating effects of original sin, 
and emphasizing the place of virtue as
man’s telos, they carved out a space for
cultivating and improving earthly life.
To be sure, perfect happiness (beatitudo
perfecto) would still come only with
death by grace. But in the meantime, 
one could prepare for it by cultivating
imperfect happiness (felicitas or beatitudo
imperfecto) along the ladder that led to
human perfection. It was by climbing–
pulling oneself upward–on the heights
of just such a liberal theology that Chris-
tian humanists like Erasmus and Thom-
as More were able to conceive of an
earthly existence that was rather more
than a vale of tears.

In some respects, it is true, the Protes-
tant Reformation–with its recovery of a
dour, Augustinian theology of sin–tend-
ed to put a damper on this open indul-
gence of pleasure. And certainly the ter-

rible violence of the ensuing Religious
Wars did little to minimize pain. Yet it
should also be stressed that for all their
emphasis on human depravity, Calvin
and Luther were by no means ill dis-
posed to pleasure. The damned might
well be “vessels of wrath,” in Calvin’s
words, but for those in whom the work-
ings of grace could be detected, the 
joys of the new Adam were at hand. 
As Luther felt moved to observe in 
his preface to St. Paul’s Letter to the
Romans:

This kind of trust in and knowledge
of God’s grace makes a person joyful,
con½dent, and happy with regard to
God and all creatures. This is what the
Holy Spirit does by faith. 

Calvin, for his part, observed in the Insti-
tutes of the Christian Religion that God’s
grace was the alchemy that could trans-
form human misery–including poverty,
wretchedness, exile, ignominy, impris-
onment, and contempt–into gold.
“When the favor of God breathes upon
us, there is none of these things which
may not turn out to our happiness.”8

The trick of course was to be certain of
God’s grace and forgiveness, a certainty
that in theory at least could never be
had. But as Max Weber famously ob-
served, one could always be on the look-
out for signs. Did it not make sense to
see earthly happiness as an indication
that one might be headed in the direc-
tion of everlasting content? Not only
fortune was evidence of good fortune.
The ability to take pleasure in the won-
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8  On the subject of happiness in Calvin’s
thought, see Heiko A. Oberman, “The Pursuit
of Happiness: Calvin between Humanism 
and Reformation,” in Humanity and Divinity in
Renaissance and Reformation: Essays in Honor of
Charles Trinkaus, ed. John W. O’Malley, Thomas
M. Izbicki, and Gerald Christianson (Leiden,
The Netherlands: E. J. Brill, 1993).

7  See the concise account in Colleen McDan-
nell and Bernhard Lang, Heaven: A History (New
Haven: Yale University Press, 2001), esp. chap.
5, “The Pleasures of Renaissance Paradise.” 



ders of God’s creation was also an en-
couraging sign.

In this respect, it is fair to say that just
as Epicurus was hardly epicurean, Prot-
estants and Puritans were much less pu-
ritanical than is often supposed. The
sanctioning of sexual pleasure within
marriage, the “af½rmation of ordinary
life” entailed in the enjoinder to seek
God in all things, and the constant re-
minder that the Creator’s perfect cre-
ation appeared ugly only to those who
saw it through sinful eyes–all this went
some way toward establishing the prop-
osition that pleasure might be taken as a
sign of grace, that happiness might be a
direct reflection of the virtuous Chris-
tian soul.9

Thus, the Reverend Thomas Coleman,
preaching before the English Parliament
on August 30, 1643, likened his country-
men’s struggle against Charles I to the
ancient Israelites’ “long pursuit of hap-
pinesse,” arguing that they might be
con½dent in attaining their end.10 It was
a felicitous phrase, and in the coming
years Englishmen of a variety of persua-
sions employed it regularly, echoing the
conviction of the author of the 1641 tract
The Way to Happiness on Earth that this
was where our journey began.11 “The
being in a state of Grace will yield . . .
both a Heaven here, and Heaven here-

after,” rendering “a man’s condition
happy, safe, and sure,” emphasized the
Puritan millenarian Thomas Brooks.12

By the time of the Restoration, even
High Church authors were penning pop-
ular tracts on the art of contentment, as 
if to give credence to an earlier author’s
claim that “happinesse is the language 
of all.” “We must look through all things
upon happinesse,” this author observed,
“and through happinesse upon all
things.”13

The claims of these seventeenth-centu-
ry British divines bring us very close to
the truly momentous proposition that
pleasure and happiness might be consid-
ered good in and of themselves. And it
should not surprise us that one of the
½rst authors to entertain this bold sug-
gestion–John Locke–evolved directly
out of this same religious milieu. 

The son of a Puritan who had fought
for Cromwell in the English Civil War,
Locke himself, to be sure, was no or-
thodox Calvinist. And whatever insight 
he may have gleaned from Christian
sources regarding happiness was no
doubt amply supplemented by his im-
mersion in Newtonian science and his
understanding of Epicurus (as inter-
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9  The phrase “af½rmation of ordinary life” 
is that of Charles Taylor, The Sources of the Self:
The Making of Modern Identity (Cambridge,
Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1989).

10  Thomas Coleman, The Christian’s Course 
and Complaint, Both in the Pursuit of Happinesse
Desired, and for Advantages Slipped in that Pur-
suit: A Sermon Preached to the Honorable House 
of Commons on the Monthly Fast Day, August 30,
1643 (London: Christopher Meredith, 1643).

11  Robert Crofts, The Way to Happinesse on
Earth Concerning Riches, Honour, Conjugall Love,
Eating, Drinking (London: Printed for G. H.,
1641).

12  Thomas Brooks, Heaven on Earth, or, A Seri-
ous Discourse Touching a Well-Grounded Assurance
of Men’s Everlasting Happiness and Blessedness
(London: Printed for John Hancock, Senior and
Junior, 1657), preface. 

13  Richard Holdsworth, The Peoples Happinesse.
A Sermon Preached in St. Maries in Cambridge,
Upon Sunday the 27 of March, Being the Day of His
Majesties Happy Inauguration (Cambridge: Roger
Daniel, 1642), 2, 5–6. Holdsworth was master
of Emanuel College and vice chancellor of the
university. Richard Allestree’s The Art of Con-
tentment (Oxford: At the Theater, 1675) went
through over twenty editions and was still in
print in the nineteenth century. Allestree, a
leading royalist divine, was the provost of
Eaton.



preted by the French priest Pierre Gas-
sendi, whose writings Locke studied
closely). Quite rightly, as a consequence,
historians have long emphasized the lat-
ter influences in shaping Locke’s work,
particularly the Essay Concerning Human
Understanding (1689), in which he pres-
ents his celebrated conception of the
mind as a tabula rasa, born without in-
nate ideas or the corruptions of original
sin, animated by sensations of pleasure
and pain. 

In the famous chapter “Power” in
book 2 of that work, Locke uses the
phrase “the pursuit of happiness” no
fewer than four times. And he indeed
employs a variety of Newtonian meta-
phors–stones that fall, tennis balls hit
by racquets, and billiard balls struck by
cues–to describe the ways in which
human beings are propelled, and propel
themselves, through the space of their
lives. The force that moves them, we
learn, the power that draws them near, 
is the desire for happiness, which acts
through the gravitational push and pull
of pleasure and pain. We are drawn by
the one and repulsed by the other, and it
is right that this is so. For in Locke’s di-
vinely orchestrated universe, pleasure is
providential; it is a foretaste of the good-
ness of a God who desires the happiness
of his creatures. “Pleasure in us,” it fol-
lows, “is that we call good, and what is
apt to produce pain in us, we call evil.”
And happiness in its full extent is simply
“the utmost pleasure we are capable of.” 

Here, then, was the monumental for-
mulation. Redeeming pleasure, it un-
abashedly coupled good feeling with 
the good. 

Its influence on the eighteenth cen-
tury was profound. There was virtue 
in pleasure, Locke’s readers came to be-
lieve, and pleasure in virtue. Being good
meant feeling good. Arguably, there was
no more widespread Enlightenment as-

sumption. Moral sense theorists like
Frances Hutcheson and Jean-Jacques
Burlamaqui shared it, as did the Uni-
tarian Joseph Priestly and the psycholo-
gist David Hartley. David Hume main-
tained as much, right alongside the
French philosophers Helvétius and
Condillac and the Italian legal theorist
Cesare Beccaria. And of course there 
was Bentham with his felici½c calculus
of pleasure and pain, to say nothing of
Jefferson and Franklin. 

All of these men, as it happens, were
deeply indebted to Locke’s Essay. But by
the second half of the eighteenth centu-
ry, even many who were not tended to
share its key assumptions.14 The anony-
mous author of True Pleasure, Chearful-
ness, and Happiness, The Immediate Conse-
quence of Religion, published in Philadel-
phia in 1767, gave no evidence of having
read the wise Mr. Locke. But he un-
doubtedly believed with him that God
delighted to see his creatures happy, 
and that pleasure itself was a very good
thing. Christ, he argued, was a ‘Happy
Christ,’ who had revealingly performed
his ½rst miracle at a wedding, where not
coincidentally there was feasting, danc-
ing, and ample wine. The heavenly
Father, surely, did not frown on mirth;
he smiled fondly upon it. 

This author was probably more upbeat
than most. But he was not alone in pro-
claiming earthly happiness to be a direct
consequence of religion. By the latter
part of the late eighteenth century, in
fact, Christian writers on both sides of
the Atlantic–Protestant and Catholic
alike–were churning out works that
made precisely this claim, arguing that
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Christianity was an excellent means to a
much coveted earthly end. In this way,
religion itself took part in the great Utili-
tarian current that swept the century,
sweeping up all things in its midst. And
if happiness and pleasure–good feeling
and amusement–were now expected
even of religion in this life, they could be
required of most anything. Increasingly
they were, making unprecedented de-
mands on places, professions, laws, re-
lationships, governments, scienti½c
academies–even essays on happiness, 
of which there were more written in the
eighteenth century than in any previous
age.

It bears repeating how radical this
transformation was. For henceforth reli-
gion would be asked not only to serve
salvation, but to serve what in a secular-
izing culture was treated ever more like
an end in itself: earthly happiness. Al-
ready in the early nineteenth century
Tocqueville could point out that when
listening to American preachers it was
dif½cult to be sure “whether the main
object of religion is to procure eternal
felicity in the next world or prosperity 
in this.” He would have much more
dif½culty today.

It has long been a truism of modern
historiography that this shift from the
happiness of heaven to the happiness 
of Earth was a product of the Enlighten-
ment, the consequence of its assault 
on revealed religion and its own valida-
tion of secular pleasure. I would not dis-
pute the main lines of this interpreta-
tion, but as I have tried to suggest here, 
it is also the case that the shift toward
happiness on Earth occurred within
the Christian tradition as well as with-
out. 

And this fact is important, for it helps
to account for the ways in which eigh-
teenth-century men and women were

able to shield themselves for so long
from an uncomfortable truth. Namely,
as Immanuel Kant would point out with
such force at the end of the century, that
“making a man happy [was] quite differ-
ent from making him good.” Kant, writ-
ing in the Groundwork of the Metaphysics
of Morals (1785), used the term ‘happy’ 
in its eighteenth-century sense, as plea-
sure or good feeling–and clearly he was
right. For if the proposition that doing
good (living virtuously) meant feeling
good (being happy) was always debat-
able, it was far more dubious still that
feeling good meant being good. Virtue,
Kant reaf½rmed, with an air of common
sense, was sometimes painful. And those
who were happy, who felt good, were
sometimes bad. 

He might easily have added that by the
logic of the pleasure/pain calculus, not
only was it good to feel good, but it was
bad to feel bad. Sadness, by this mea-
sure, would be a sin, and those who ex-
perienced it would justly feel guilty for
doing so. It may be that in our own day
we are close to this point. But in the
eighteenth century, the proposition
would still have shocked. The question 
is why–why did not more people think
through the implications and the logic 
of one of the century’s most dominant
ethical impulses?

One answer is that they did not want
to–all ages, after all, have their willful
blind spots, our own day no less than 
the 1760s–and certainly it was nice to
believe that feeling good and being 
good were mostly one and the same. 
But most men and women in the eigh-
teenth century were simply not able to
think through the implications of their
increasingly contradictory assumptions
about happiness–not able, that is, to 
see with the piercing vision of a Kant the
contradictions that lay at the heart of the
century’s newly self-evident truths. 
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Admittedly, there were radicals who
pushed the logic of the pleasure/pain
calculus to its ultimate extreme. Julien
Offray de La Mettrie, for one, or the
Marquis de Sade, for another, argued
that if pleasure was good, and pain 
was bad, then the most intense forms 
of pleasure–sexual or even criminal–
should be embraced with virtuous gusto.
“Renounce the idea of another world;
there is none,” Sade observes in his
“Dialogue Between a Priest and a Dying
Man” (1782). “But do not renounce the
pleasure of being happy and of making
for happiness in this.” If the world, in
short, could offer nothing better than
pleasure, then should not pleasure be
pursued to the hilt? And what was more
pleasurable, Sade wanted to know, than
a good fuck? 

Such exceptions, however, prove the
rule. For Sade and La Mettrie were writ-
ten off as pariahs, decried as scandalous,
condemned as immoral, accused of lack-
ing virtue. Their pleasure was not happi-
ness, contemporaries charged, but ego-
tism, immorality, indulgence, and vice.
But the assumption that many fell back
on to level this charge was not the cen-
tury’s newly self-evident conception of
happiness as utilitarian pleasure. They
fell back instead on the teachings about
happiness that had accumulated slowly
over the centuries, amassed by Hebrews
and Hellenes, classicists and Christians:
that happiness and virtue, happiness and
right action, happiness and godliness did
indeed walk in step, but that the journey
was often dif½cult, demanding sacri½ce,
commitment, even pain. That happi-
ness, if it came at all, was not a right of
being human, but a reward, the product
of a life well lived. 

In the eighteenth century there were
still enough Stoics and close readers of
the Bible–men and women steeped in
classical teachings on happiness and rich

in the legacy of Christian virtue–so as
not to efface completely the line that
separated being good from feeling good.
The eighteenth century still lived on this
inheritance–but we might say that it
lived on borrowed time.

To his immense credit, John Locke
understood this dilemma, saw with a
perspicacity and foresight that rivaled
Kant’s own the problems raised by the
novel pursuits he set in motion. In the
very chapter “Power” of the Essay Con-
cerning Human Understanding, Locke
acknowledged, with more than a nod to
his Calvinist past, that what prevented
his system from devolving into a simple
relativism of feeling was the prospect
that one would judge the virtue of pres-
ent pleasures and present pains–ab-
staining and acting accordingly–on the
basis of future pleasures to come. This
was “the reasonableness of Christian-
ity.” As he emphasized again, with rea-
sonableness, in a later work of that
name: 

Open [men’s] eyes upon the endless
unspeakable joys of another life and their
hearts will ½nd something solid and pow-
erful to move them. The view of heaven
and hell will cast a slight upon the short
pleasures and pains of this present state,
and give attractions and encouragements
to virtue, which reason and interest, and
the care of ourselves, cannot but allow and
prefer. Upon this foundation, and upon
this only, morality stands ½rm.15

By contrast, Locke conceded in the chap-
ter “Power” of the Essay Concerning Hu-
man Understanding, “Were all the Con-
cerns of Man terminated in this Life,
then why one followed Study and
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Knowledge, and another Hawking and
Hunting; why one chose Luxury and
Debauchery, and another Sobriety and
Riches,” would simply be “because 
their Happiness was placed in different
things.” “For if there be no Prospect
beyond the Grave, the inference is cer-
tainly right, Let us eat and drink, let us
enjoy what we delight in, for tomorrow
we shall die.” 

In such a world, why men and wom-
en should read the publications of the
American Academy if it did not feel
good to do so–or perform any number
of other virtuous tasks–was not imme-
diately apparent.
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Ten years ago, shortly after publishing
a book called The Morality of Happiness
about the structure of ancient ethical
theory, I received an email informing me
that I had been added to a bibliography
of “happiness researchers” on a website
called the World Database of Happiness.
I explored this site with interest, only to
½nd that this was not a research program
that I felt myself to be part of. 

The website assumes, without discus-
sion, that happiness is “subjective,” that
it is enjoyment or pleasure, and that it
should be studied “empirically.” Philos-
ophy is then derided for failing to “oper-
ationalize” happiness and to produce
“measures” of it. (Philosophy has a mea-
ger 88 entries in the bibliography, com-
pared to 2,927 for the social sciences.)
Empirical studies are lauded for their
measures of happiness, while the web-
site claims that “preliminary questions

about conceptualization and measure-
ment are now fairly well solved.”

The website, however, gives off a def-
inite air of disappointment. No sound
body of knowledge on happiness, it ad-
mits, has yet been achieved. In the pres-
ent state of research, we can claim only
that “there are obviously several univer-
sal requirements for a happy life (such 
as food and possibly meaning).” 

Philosophers (and some psychologists,
too) will ½nd it unsurprising that if you
rush to look for empirical measures of an
unanalyzed ‘subjective’ phenomenon,
the result will be confusion and banali-
ty.1 After all, what is it that the social sci-
entists on the World Database of Happi-
ness are actually measuring? Here is the
heart of the problem. Is happiness really
something subjective? Is it simply a mat-
ter of pleasure, a positive feeling? We
can at least hope that it is not, and that
we can come to conclusions better than
the claim that what anyone needs to be
happy is food and possibly meaning. 

Julia Annas

Happiness as achievement

Julia Annas, a Fellow of the American Academy
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1  For an amusing example, see <http://news.
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order needs. You compute your formula by
answering four questions.



For many years I have taught, dis-
cussed, and written on ancient ethical
theories, whose basic concepts are those
of happiness and virtue. During this
time, philosophical interest in these the-
ories has grown rapidly and has in turn
produced a crop of modern ‘virtue eth-
ics’ theories, a fair number of which are
eudaimonist–that is, theories which
take happiness and virtue to be basic
concepts. Philosophers are now taking
virtue and happiness more seriously
than they had for some time, and realiz-
ing the importance of clarifying and
deepening our understanding of these
before rushing into empirical studies.
(Judging by recent publications, this
concern is shared in some areas of psy-
chology.)

As a result, one of the best places to
seek understanding of happiness is the
study of ancient ethical theories and of
those modern theories which share their
eudaimonist concerns. For these recog-
nize, and build on, some of our thoughts
about happiness that have become over-
whelmed by the kind of consideration
that emerges in the claim that happiness
is obviously subjective. Given the sys-
tematically disappointing results of the
database approach, it is time to look seri-
ously at our alternatives.

When it is asked what happiness is, a
½rst answer may well be that it is some
kind of feeling. Being happy is easily tak-
en to be feeling happy–as when I wake
up in the morning–a kind of smiley-face
feeling. This line of thought takes us rap-
idly to the idea that I can be happy doing
any old thing. Some people feel happy
when helping old ladies across streets;
others feel happy when torturing pup-
pies: happiness comes down to whatever
you happen to like.

But this line of thought cannot stay up
for long. It is immediately obvious that

when we talk about feelings we are talk-
ing about episodes; I wake up feeling hap-
py but am depressed by the time I get to
work, never mind lunchtime. Getting a
smiley-face feeling from good deeds or
bad deeds lasts only as long as the deeds
do. And this kind of happiness does not
matter to us all that much once we start
to think in a serious way about our lives.
As we bring up our children, what we
aim for is not that they have episodes of
smiley-face feeling, but that their lives
go well as wholes: we come to think of
happiness as the way a life as a whole
goes well, and see that episodes of hap-
piness are not what we build our lives
around. 

This point can produce a variety of
responses. One is to say that when we
are thinking of our lives as wholes, we
should think in terms of flourishing or
welfare or well-being rather than happi-
ness. These terms may be useful in some
circumstances to avoid misunderstand-
ing, but we should not yield talk of hap-
piness without further discussion to its
most trivial contexts of use. In my expe-
rience, discussion rapidly reveals that we
do talk about happiness over our lives as
wholes, or at least over long stretches of
them. We should not, then, restrict talk
of happiness at the start to contexts of
short-term feeling.

The point that these are the contexts
which ½rst occur to many people when
they are asked about happiness indicates
that our notion of happiness has indeed
been affected by the notion of smiley
faces, feeling good, and pleasant epi-
sodes. Doubtless this is the source of
some of the empirical researcher’s prob-
lems in trying to measure it. For if we 
try to measure the happiness of lives in
terms of smiley-face feelings, the results
will be grotesque. I have seen a survey
that asks people to measure the happi-
ness of their lives by assigning it a face
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from a spectrum with a very smiley face
at one end and a very frowny face at the
other. Suppose that you have just won
the Nobel Prize; this surely merits the
smiliest face. But suppose also that you
have just lost your family in a car crash;
this surely warrants the frowniest face.
So, how happy are you? There is no co-
herent answer–unless you are supposed
to combine these points by picking the
indifferent face in the middle! 

So, even if episodes ½rst come to mind,
we do think, centrally, of living happy
lives. And this is because we think of our
lives as wholes when we are thinking of
how to live, what kind of people we are
to aspire to be.

At this point, another characteristical-
ly modern, and more reasonable sound-
ing, idea tends to come in. Surely having
a happy life has something to do with
getting what you want, rather than being
frustrated and deprived of what you
want? We all have desires; the happy
person will be the person whose desires
are ful½lled. The philosopher’s term for
this is the ‘desire-satisfaction’ account,
which appeals to more thoughtful ideas
about happiness than our initial ones.

Why wouldn’t a happy life be one of
getting what you want? People, after all,
can live happy lives in many different
ways. We feel that there is something
wrong in trying to build any particular
content into our notion of happiness
such that only people living certain
kinds of life could be happy. The idea
that happiness is desire-satisfaction
seems suitably neutral on the content
of happy lives, allowing happiness to the
intellectual and the incurious alike as
long as they are getting what they desire. 

It is possible to think of happiness as
desire-satisfaction if we are prepared to
think of happiness–in the spirit of the
suggestion that it is subjective–as some-

thing on which each of us is the authori-
ty. I am happy if I think I am, since I am
getting what I want. For who could be a
better authority than I am on the issue of
whether I am getting what I want? Per-
haps the idea that happiness is desire-
satisfaction does justice to the initial
thought that it is something subjective 
–without the obvious problems of the
smiley-face-feeling interpretation.

Why might we be dissatis½ed with 
this result? We would have to hold that
anyone getting what he or she wants is
happy, whatever the nature of the desire.
Happiness would thus lose any purchase
as an idea that could serve to rank or
judge lives; Nelson Mandela, Bill 
Gates, and Madonna, if they are all get-
ting what they want, are all happy, so
any comparative judgments about their
lives cannot involve the idea of happi-
ness. We might accept this, thinking that
there must be something else about lives
which can be compared–perhaps well-
being or some other kind of value on
which the agent is not necessarily the
best authority.

One thing the desire-satisfaction ac-
count disables us from doing is making
judgments about the happiness of people
whose desires are in obvious ways defec-
tive. Notoriously, some desires are based
on radically faulty information or rea-
soning. Some desires are unresponsive
to the agent’s reasoning powers because
of the force of addiction or obsession. 
At a deeper level, some desires are 
themselves deformed by social pres-
sures. Girls who desire less for them-
selves than for their brothers, poor peo-
ple who see desire for self-betterment 
as unimaginable–these are just two of
many kinds of desires that are open to
criticism, despite being honestly ex-
pressed and open to modi½cation in the
light of reason and information, because
they spring from the internalization of



ideas that deny the agents themselves
proper respect. 

Once again, the idea that happiness
is desire-satisfaction can absorb these
points and even deny their faults, at the
cost of shrinking happiness to some-
thing where only I am authoritative.
Suppose, however, that I am happy if I
think I am, because I am happy if I am
getting what I want, and I am the author-
ity on whether I am getting what I want.
If we take this point seriously, we can
see that we have not really moved for-
ward from the smiley-face-feeling con-
ception of happiness. Happiness is still
just a state I am in that I report on: get-
ting what I want, rather than feeling
good, but still a state, namely a state of
having my desires ful½lled.

Both the smiley-face and desire-satis-
faction accounts of happiness, despite
their current popularity, especially
among social scientists, turn out to con-
flict with two other surprisingly deep
and far-reaching convictions about 
the meaning of happiness, convictions
which emerge readily in simple discus-
sion. These are the thought that happi-
ness has an essential connection with
my life as a whole and the thought 
that happiness is an achievement on my 
part. 

Why should I even bother thinking
about my life as a whole? It can seem,
from a modern point of view, like an ex-
cessively cautious thing to do–pruden-
tial in the way that people are prudential
who save and buy life insurance. But it is
actually rather different, and it is some-
thing we all do all the time, since there
are two perspectives which we take on
our lives. 

One is the linear perspective, from
which we think of our lives as proceed-
ing through time, one action being fol-
lowed by another as we slowly get older.

The other perspective opens up as soon
as we ask of any action, Why I am doing
it. Why am I getting up? A number of
different kinds of answers suggest them-
selves, but we readily recognize one kind
that is purposive: I get up in order to get to
my classes. Why am I going to my
classes? In order to major in Spanish.
Why am I majoring in Spanish? In order
to get a job as a translator. The answers
collected by this question will not all be
on the same level of generality. Taking a
course is a particular goal that gets its
salience from some more general goal,
such as having a satisfying career. Our
goals are in this way nested.

One feature of this way of thinking
that soon becomes clear is its capacity to
unify. I cannot have as concurrent aims
the ambition to be a great ballet dancer
and the ambition to be a lieutenant in
the Marines; I have to ½nd a way to se-
quence these aims coherently. As this
way of thinking reveals to me what my
aims are, I realize that they are con-
strained by considerations of consisten-
cy, available time, resources, and energy.
These constraints come from the fact
that my aims are the aims I have in the
only life I have to live. Confused or self-
undermining aims force me to get clear-
er about my priorities and to sort out
competing claims on my time and
energy. 

So thinking about the way one action
is done for the sake of another leads
seamlessly into thinking about my life in
a nonlinear way, one we can call global. I
may not leap right away into thinking of
my life as a whole; I might start by con-
sidering smaller units circumscribing
various phases of my life, such as my
twenties or my life at university. But
when large aims, typically associated
with careers or self-ful½llment, come in,
I have to move to thinking of my life as a
whole–a whole given in terms of my
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goals and the way they ½t together over-
all–rather than as mere duration
through time. 

This way of thinking, we should no-
tice, strikingly refutes the initial sup-
position of a timid, over-prudent way
of thinking about my life. Such a per-
spective would come from assuming
that I already know, at least in outline,
what will happen in my life, and re-
spond to this cautiously. What we are
concerned with here, by contrast, is an
exploratory way of thinking about my
life in which my plans are shaping and
actively organizing what is going to hap-
pen in it. 

Suppose I recognize this perspective
and realize that what faces me is not just
a series of actions trailing into the fu-
ture, but a task, namely the task of form-
ing my life as a whole in and by the way
I act. I then have, even if in a vague and
muddled way, a conception of my life 
as a whole and of the overall way my en-
deavors are shaping it–my telos as the
ancients put it.

Does this get us to happiness? Aristo-
tle famously said that everybody agrees
that our telos is happiness. We, however,
do not so readily come to this conclu-
sion. Some respond at this point by de-
nying that happiness is our overarching
aim in life. Others accept Aristotle’s
point verbally, but trivialize it by taking
happiness just to be whatever you want,
thereby expelling from discussions of
happiness serious concern with the for-
mation of our lives. 

It is important, however, to note that
Aristotle at once goes on to add that
agreement that our ½nal or overarching
end is happiness does not settle any-
thing, since people disagree as to what
happiness is. Some think it is pleasure,
others virtue; unreflective people think
it is money or status.

We can now see that we have made
progress after all; for once we recognize,
even if at an indeterminate level, that we
have a ½nal end, questions and problems
about happiness now occupy exactly the
right place. Coming up with the proper
speci½cation of our overall goal in living
will make us happy. But before this is
helpful for us, we need to know what
happiness is. 

Is it pleasure? We now know that the
right answer to this question must rec-
ognize that happiness speci½es not a
transient feeling, but our ½nal end in a
way that makes sense for us of the aims
we pursue. Am I studying Spanish, ulti-
mately, to get pleasure? We can see right
away that if the answer is to be yes, then
pleasure has to be explicated in a way
that makes sense of its role as an aim I
could have in studying Spanish as one
way to shape my life. If this can be done,
it will turn out to have little to do with
smiley-face feeling; it will turn out to be
a blander, Epicurean kind of pleasure.

We are on the right track, then, in
looking for happiness in the search for
the best way to live, the best way to
understand our telos. Once we follow
through this train of thought, we can see
why the smiley-face-feeling and desire-
satisfaction accounts were so hopeless.
The issues that matter are issues about
the living of our lives, not about feelings
or desires. Once this is clear, we can
avoid verbal disputes about whether
happiness properly applies to feelings or
to lives as a whole. We talk in terms of
both; but the issues about happiness
that concern us most are those that are
formulated once we think about our
lives in a global as well as a linear way.

Do we actually think about happiness
in this way? Certainly a lot of our dis-
course implies it. When I wonder



whether winning the lottery will make
me really happy, this is the point in
mind; I am not wondering whether it
will produce smiley-face feeling or give
me what I want.

Discussion and debate about others’
lives also makes clear to us that we are
disputing about what happiness really
is, and that this is a point about our lives
and the ways these have been shaped.
Two people may dispute whether their
colleague ruined her life or not when she
lost her job as a result of acting in accor-
dance with her values. (She blew the
whistle on corrupt practices, say.) One
onlooker may say that she has ruined her
prospects for happiness; now she is un-
employable, and all her training and am-
bition will go to waste. The other may
say that she would never have been hap-
py had she not acted as she did; had she
failed to live up to her values, her life
would have been infected by hypocrisy.
This is a dispute about happiness that
could not be settled by reports about her
feelings or desire-satisfaction. It is a sub-
stantive dispute about what we are seek-
ing overall in life, and resolving it re-
quires substantive discussion of our val-
ues and priorities. 

Why does this sort of discourse not
spring more prominently to the minds 
of social scientists when they embark 
on happiness research? It seems to be 
at least as prominent in the way people
think and talk about happiness as are
thoughts about feelings. It does not, of
course, ½t into the framework that con-
ceives of happiness as subjective–and
perhaps this should lead us to doubt the
assumption that we have a well-ground-
ed idea of ‘subjective’ happiness and that
that assumption is the proper place to
start our investigation of happiness. For,
as we have seen, we do think of happi-
ness as something to be achieved, or not,
by living a life of one kind or another;

and we do think of this issue as one to be
discussed in terms of values and ideals.
And this does not look ‘subjective’ in
any of the many ways in which that term
is understood. 

Is happiness really an achievement,
though, in the way suggested? Suppose
we agree that I aim at happiness by spec-
ifying my aims in life overall, and agree,
further, that this is something for which
competing accounts are available, so
requiring choice and direction on my
part. Still, is happiness itself aptly to be
thought of as a matter of the direction I
give my life? 

We are used to theories that take hap-
piness to be a state–a positive one, of
course. On this view, shared by conse-
quentialists of all kinds, aiming to be
happy just is aiming to get myself into
this positive state. In principle, some-
body else could do the work for me, 
and if the work is laborious it is hard 
to see why I would insist on doing it
myself. 

But could happiness be a state of my-
self that I (or if I am lucky, others) bring
about in myself? Here it is relevant to
mention a discussion with students that
I have had many times, but which I ½rst
borrowed from a former student, Kurt
Meyers. 

Kurt asked the students in his business
ethics class, mostly business school stu-
dents, what they thought a happy life
consisted of. All mentioned material
things like a large salary, a nice house, 
an suv, and so on. Well, he said, sup-
pose you ½nd in the mail tomorrow that
an unknown benefactor has left you lots
of money, so that these material things
are now yours for the having. Would this
make you happy? Overwhelmingly they
said no (and this is uniformly what I
have found also). 

What this little thought experiment
shows is that it was not really the materi-
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al things, the stuff, that they imagined
would make their lives happy. Rather,
they thought of a happy life as one in
which they earned the money, made
something of their lives so that these
things were an appropriate reward for
their effort, ambition, and achievement.
Just having the stuff was not all they
wanted. 

This is a mundane enough example,
yet it is surprisingly powerful when we
take it seriously. How many people really
think that stuff alone will make them
happy, regardless of how they obtain it?
That you could be made happy by mon-
ey or an suv, regardless of how you got
them? The thought extends readily to
other things that have been taken to be
objective measures of happiness in nu-
merous studies. Am I made happy by
being strong, healthy, intelligent, beauti-
ful? By having an income at or above the
average in my society? By having a rea-
sonably high status in my society? Once
we bear in mind the importance to us
not just of having these things but of
having them in one kind of life rather
than another, we can see that these ques-
tions cannot sensibly be thought of as
having yes or no answers. They open the
discussion rather than tell us what we
need to know to close it. 

So we are not so far as we might think
from the ancient thought that happiness
is an achievement, even given the fact
that our thoughts have got confused by
the association of happiness with feel-
ings. We do have the thought that hap-
piness comes from living in some ways
and not others, that it is not something
that others can give you, either by giving
you stuff or by getting you into a partic-
ular state. Too often these reflections
have been ignored by the social sciences,
and this has been something to regret,
and the source of much of the disap-
pointing state of happiness studies in
that area. 

One ½nal objection is worth mention-
ing: it is that the idea of happiness as
achievement is unrealistically high-
minded. 

We see all around us, it is claimed,
people who do think of happiness as
some kind of positive state, and who
seem not to care greatly whether it is
their own efforts which produce this
state for them, or those of others. If this
is a common way of thinking, is it not
too idealistic to think of happiness as
achievement? 

To this the right response is, I think,
that low expectations should not auto-
matically lead us to lower our ideals.
People have low expectations for a num-
ber of reasons–prominently, social con-
ditions that have discouraged them from
having higher ones. If someone does not
think of himself as having much control
over the shape his life can take, it is nat-
ural that he should not readily think of
happiness as something he can achieve,
and he may rest content with the notion
that happiness is a state that others can
just as well bestow. But this example
does not show that happiness as achieve-
ment is a hopelessly ideal notion. As I
have indicated, it does not take a lot of
reflection to ½nd it.

To show that eudaimonism is the right
form for ethical theory to take would re-
quire more argument than I can provide
here, but I hope to have shown at least
that the notion of happiness as achieve-
ment which forms the center of such
theories is already a part of our reflective
lives.

In the meantime, it is worth redirect-
ing our attention to what we actually
think about happiness. We are faced
with the point that we do think of happi-
ness as an achievement in the way we
live our lives: one subject to dispute and
disagreement that we will need theories
to clarify, never mind settle. And even
this much shows us that philosophy has



more to contribute than social science
has allowed, both in refocusing the study
on the proper data and in giving it fruit-
ful direction. 

Smiley faces are fun as reward stickers
in children’s books, but they are no help
in serious thought about happy lives. It
is a pity that we need philosophers to
point this out. 
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An enduring paradox in the literature
on human happiness is that although 
the rich are signi½cantly happier than
the poor within any country at any mo-
ment, average happiness levels change
very little as people’s incomes rise in
tandem over time.1 Richard Easterlin
and others have interpreted these ob-
servations to mean that happiness de-
pends on relative rather than absolute
income.2

In this essay I offer a slightly different
interpretation of the evidence–namely,
that gains in happiness that might have
been expected to result from growth in
absolute income have not materialized
because of the ways in which people in
affluent societies have generally spent
their incomes.

In effect, I wish to propose two differ-
ent answers to the question “Does mon-
ey buy happiness?” Considerable evi-
dence suggests that if we use an increase
in our incomes, as many of us do, simply

to buy bigger houses and more expen-
sive cars, then we do not end up any 
happier than before. But if we use an 
increase in our incomes to buy more of
certain inconspicuous goods–such as free-
dom from a long commute or a stressful
job–then the evidence paints a very dif-
ferent picture. The less we spend on con-
spicuous consumption goods, the better
we can afford to alleviate congestion;
and the more time we can devote to fam-
ily and friends, to exercise, sleep, travel,
and other restorative activities. On the
best available evidence, reallocating our
time and money in these and similar
ways would result in healthier, longer–
and happier–lives. 

The main method that psychologists
have used to measure human well-being
has been to conduct surveys in which
they ask people whether they are: a) very
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happy; b) fairly happy; or c) not happy.3
Most respondents are willing to answer
the question, and not all of them re-
spond “very happy,” even in the United
States, where one might think it advan-
tageous to portray oneself as being very
happy. Many people describe themselves
as fairly happy, and others confess to
being not happy. A given person’s re-
sponse tends to be consistent from one
survey to the next. 

Happiness surveys and a variety of
other measures employed by psycholo-
gists are strongly correlated with observ-
able behaviors that we associate with
well-being.4 If you’re happy, for exam-
ple, you’re more likely to initiate social
contact with friends. You’re more likely
to respond positively when others ask
you for help. You’re less likely to suffer
from psychosomatic illnesses–digestive
disorders, other stress disorders, head-
aches, vascular stress. You’re less likely
to be absent from work or to get in-
volved in disputes at work. And you’re
less likely to attempt suicide–the ulti-
mate behavioral measure of unhappi-
ness. In sum, it appears that human hap-
piness is a real phenomenon that we can
measure.5

How does happiness vary with in-
come? As noted earlier, studies show

that when incomes rise for everybody,
well-being doesn’t change much. Con-
sider the example of Japan, which was a
very poor country in 1960. Between then
and the late 1980s, its per capita income
rose almost four-fold, placing it among
the highest in the industrialized world.
Yet the average happiness level reported
by the Japanese was no higher in 1987
than in 1960.6 They had many more
washing machines, cars, cameras, and
other things than they used to, but they
did not register signi½cant gains on the
happiness scale. 

The same pattern consistently shows
up in other countries as well, and that’s 
a puzzle for economists. If getting more
income doesn’t make people happier,
why do they go to such lengths to get
more income? Why, for example, do to-
bacco company ceos endure the public
humiliation of testifying before Con-
gress that there’s no evidence that smok-
ing causes serious illnesses?

It turns out that if we measure the in-
come-happiness relationship in another
way, we get just what the economists
suspected all along. When we plot aver-
age happiness versus average income for
clusters of people in a given country at a
given time, we see that rich people are in
fact much happier than poor people. In
one study based on U.S. data, for exam-
ple, people in the top decile of the in-
come distribution averaged more than
½ve points higher on a ten-point happi-
ness scale than people in the bottom
decile.7

The evidence thus suggests that if in-
come affects happiness, it is relative, not
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absolute, income that matters. Some so-
cial scientists who have pondered the
signi½cance of these patterns have con-
cluded that, at least for people in the
world’s richest countries, no useful pur-
pose is served by further accumulations
of wealth.8

On its face, this should be a surprising
conclusion, since there are so many
seemingly useful things that having ad-
ditional wealth would enable us to do.
Would we really not be any happier if,
say, the environment were a little clean-
er, or if we could take a little more time
off, or even just eliminate a few of the
hassles of everyday life? In principle at
least, people in wealthier countries have
these additional options, and it should
surprise us that this seems to have no
measurable effect on their overall well-
being. 

There is indeed independent evidence
that having more wealth would be a good
thing, provided it were spent in certain
ways. The key insight supported by this
evidence is that even though we appear
to adapt quickly to across-the-board in-
creases in our stocks of most material
goods, there are speci½c categories in
which our capacity to adapt is more lim-
ited. Additional spending in these cate-
gories appears to have the greatest ca-
pacity to produce signi½cant improve-
ments in well-being.

The human capacity to adapt to dra-
matic changes in life circumstances is
impressive. Asked to choose, most peo-
ple state con½dently that they would
rather be killed in an automobile acci-
dent than to survive as a quadriplegic.
And so we are not surprised to learn that
severely disabled people experience a

period of devastating depression and
disorientation in the wake of their acci-
dents. What we do not expect, however,
are the speed and extent to which many
of these victims accommodate to their
new circumstances. Within a year’s
time, many quadriplegics report roughly
the same mix of moods and emotions as
able-bodied people do.9 There is also ev-
idence that the blind, the retarded, and
the malformed are far better adapted to
the limitations imposed by their condi-
tions than most of us might imagine.10

We adapt swiftly not just to losses but
also to gains. Ads for the New York State
Lottery show participants fantasizing
about how their lives would change if
they won. (“I’d buy the company and
½re my boss.”) People who actually win
the lottery typically report the anticipat-
ed rush of euphoria in the weeks after
their good fortune. Follow-up studies
done after several years, however, indi-
cate that these people are often no hap-
pier–and indeed, are in some ways less
happy–than before.11

In short, our extraordinary powers of
adaptation appear to help explain why
absolute living standards simply may not
matter much once we escape the physi-
cal deprivations of abject poverty. This
interpretation is consistent with the im-
pressions of people who have lived or
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traveled extensively abroad, who report
that the struggle to get ahead seems to
play out with much the same psychologi-
cal effects in rich societies as in those
with more modest levels of wealth.12

These observations provide grist for
the mills of social critics who are offend-
ed by the apparent wastefulness of the
recent luxury-consumption boom in the
United States. What many of these crit-
ics typically overlook, however, is that
the power to adapt is a two-edged sword.
It may indeed explain why having bigger
houses and faster cars doesn’t make us
any happier; but if we can also adapt ful-
ly to the seemingly unpleasant things we
often have to endure to get more money,
then what’s the problem? Perhaps social
critics are simply barking up the wrong
tree. 

I believe, however, that to conclude
that absolute living standards do not
matter is a serious misreading of the 
evidence. What the data seem to say is
that as national income grows, people 
do not spend their extra money in ways
that yield signi½cant and lasting in-
creases in measured satisfaction. But this
still leaves two possible ways that ab-
solute income might matter. One is that
people might have been able to spend
their money in other ways that would
have made them happier, yet for various
reasons they did not, or could not, do so.
I will describe presently some evidence
that strongly supports this possibility. 

The second possibility is that although
measures of subjective well-being may
do a reasonably good job of tracking our
experiences as we are consciously aware
of them, that may not be all that matters
to us. For example, imagine two parallel
universes, one just like the one we live in

now and another in which everyone’s in-
come is twice what it is now. Suppose
that in both cases you would be the 
median earner, with an annual income
of $100,000 in one case and $200,000 
in the other. Suppose further that you
would feel equally happy in the two uni-
verses–an assumption that is consistent
with the evidence discussed thus far.
And suppose, ½nally, that you know 
that people in the richer universe would
spend more to protect the environment
from toxic waste, and that this would
result in healthier and longer, even if
not happier, lives for all. Can there be
any question that it would be better to
live in the richer universe?

My point is that although the emerg-
ing science of subjective well-being has
much to tell us about the factors that
contribute to human satisfaction, not
even its most ardent practitioners 
would insist that it offers the ½nal word.
Whether growth in national income is,
or could be, a generally good thing is a
question that will have to be settled by
the evidence.

And there is in fact a rich body of evi-
dence that bears on this question. One
clear message of this evidence is that,
beyond some point, across-the-board
increases in spending on many types of
material goods do not produce any last-
ing increment in subjective well-being.
Sticking with the parallel-universes met-
aphor, let us imagine people from two
societies, identical in every respect save
one: in society A everyone lives in a
house with 4,000 square feet of floor
space, whereas in society B each house
has only 3,000 square feet. If the two
societies were completely isolated from
one another, there is no evidence to sug-
gest that psychologists and neuroscien-
tists would be able to discern any signi½-
cant difference in their respective aver-
age levels of subjective well-being. Rath-
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er, we would expect each society to have
developed its own local norm for what
constitutes adequate housing, and that
people in each society would therefore
be equally satis½ed with their houses
and other aspects of their lives.

Moreover, we have no reason to sup-
pose that there would be other impor-
tant respects in which it might be prefer-
able to be a member of society A rather
than society B. Thus the larger houses in
society Awould not contribute to longer
lives, more freedom from illness, or in-
deed any other signi½cant advantage
over the members of society B. Once
house size achieves a given threshold,
the human capacity to adapt to further
across-the-board changes in house size
would appear to be virtually complete.

Of course, it takes real resources to
build larger houses. A society that built 
4,000-square-foot houses for everyone
could have built 3,000-square-foot hous-
es instead, freeing up considerable re-
sources that could have been used to
produce something else. Hence this cen-
tral question: Are there alternative ways
of spending these resources that could
have produced lasting gains in human
welfare? 

An af½rmative answer would be logi-
cally impossible if our capacity to adapt
to every other possible change were as
great as our capacity to adapt to larger
houses. As it turns out, however, our
capacity to adapt varies considerably
across domains. There are some stimuli,
such as environmental noise, to which
we may adapt relatively quickly at a 
conscious level, yet to which our bodies
continue to respond in measurable ways
even after many years of exposure. And
there are stimuli to which we never
adapt over time but rather become sensi-
tized; various biochemical allergens are
examples, but we also see instances on a
more macro scale. Thus, after several

months’ exposure, the of½ce boor who
initially took two weeks to annoy you
can accomplish the same feat in only
seconds. 

The observation that we adapt more
fully to some stimuli than to others
opens the possibility that moving re-
sources from one category to another
might yield lasting changes in well-
being. Considerable evidence bears on
this possibility.

A convenient way to examine this 
evidence is to consider a sequence of
thought experiments in which you 
must choose between two hypothetical
societies. The two societies have equal
wealth levels but different spending pat-
terns. In each case, let us again suppose
that residents of society A live in 4,000-
square-foot houses while those of socie-
ty B live in 3,000-square-foot houses. 

In each case, the residents of society B
use the resources saved by building
smaller houses to bring about some oth-
er speci½c change in their living condi-
tions. In the ½rst thought experiment, I
will review in detail what the evidence
says about how that change would affect
the quality of their lives. In the succeed-
ing examples, I will simply state the rele-
vant conclusions and refer to supporting
evidence published elsewhere. 

Which would you choose: society A,
whose residents have 4,000-square-foot
houses and a one-hour automobile com-
mute to work through heavy traf½c; or
society B, whose residents have 3,000-
square-foot houses and a ½fteen-minute
commute by rapid transit? 

Let us suppose that the cost savings
from building smaller houses are suf½-
cient to fund not only the construction
of high-speed public transit, but also to
make the added flexibility of the auto-
mobile available on an as-needed basis.
Thus, as a resident of society B, you need
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not give up your car. You can drive it to
work on those days when you need extra
flexibility, or you can come and go when
needed by taxi. The only thing you and
others must sacri½ce to achieve the
shorter daily commute of society B is
additional floor space in your houses.

A rational person faced with this
choice will want to consider the avail-
able evidence on the costs and bene½ts
of each alternative. As concerns the psy-
chological cost of living in smaller hous-
es, the evidence provides no reason to
believe that if you and all others live in
3,000-square-foot houses, your subjec-
tive well-being will be any lower than if
you and all others live in 4,000-square-
foot houses. Of course, if you moved
from society B to society A, you might 
be pleased, even excited, at ½rst to expe-
rience the additional living space. But 
we can predict that in time you would
adapt and simply consider the larger
house the norm. 

Someone who moved from society B
to society Awould also initially expe-
rience stress from the extended com-
mute through heavy traf½c. Over time,
his consciousness of this stress might
diminish. But there is an important dis-
tinction: unlike his essentially complete
adaptation to the larger house, his adap-
tation to his new commuting pattern
will be only partial. Available evidence
clearly shows that, even after long peri-
ods of adjustment, most people experi-
ence the task of navigating through
heavy commuter traf½c as stressful.13

In this respect, the effect of exposure
to heavy traf½c is similar to the effect of
exposure to noise and other irritants.
Thus, even though a large increase in
background noise at a constant, steady
level is experienced as less intrusive as

time passes, prolonged exposure none-
theless produces lasting elevations in
blood pressure.14 If the noise is not only
loud but intermittent, people remain
conscious of their heightened irritability
even after extended periods of adapta-
tion, and their symptoms of central ner-
vous system distress become more pro-
nounced.15 This pattern was seen, for
example, in a study of people living next
to a newly opened noisy highway. Four
months after the highway opened, 21
percent of residents interviewed said
they were not annoyed by the noise, but
that ½gure dropped to 16 percent when
the same residents were interviewed a
year later.16

Among the various types of noise
exposure, worst of all is exposure to
sounds that are not only loud and inter-
mittent, but also unpredictably so. Sub-
jects exposed to such noise in the labora-
tory experience not only physiological
symptoms of stress, but also behavioral
symptoms. They become less persistent
in their attempts to cope with frustrat-
ing tasks, and suffer measurable impair-
ments in performing tasks requiring care
and attention.17

Unpredictable noise may be particu-
larly stressful because it confronts the
subject with a loss of control. David
Glass and his collaborators con½rmed
this hypothesis in an ingenious experi-
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ment that exposed two groups of sub-
jects to a recording of loud unpredict-
able noises. Whereas subjects in one
group had no control over the recording,
subjects in the other group could stop
the tape at any time by flipping a switch.
These subjects were told, however, that
the experimenters would prefer that
they not stop the tape, and most subjects
honored this preference. Following ex-
posure to the noise, subjects with access
to the control switch made almost 60
percent fewer errors than the other sub-
jects on a proofreading task and made
more than four times as many attempts
to solve a dif½cult puzzle.18

Commuting through heavy traf½c is in
many ways more like exposure to loud
unpredictable noise than to constant
background noise. Delays are dif½cult to
predict, much less control, and one nev-
er quite gets used to being cut off by
drivers who think their time is more
valuable than anyone else’s. A large sci-
enti½c literature documents a multitude
of stress symptoms that result from pro-
tracted driving through heavy traf½c. 

One strand in this literature focuses 
on the experience of urban bus drivers,
whose exposure to the stresses of heavy
traf½c is higher than that of most com-
muters, but who have also had greater
opportunity to adapt to those stresses.
A disproportionate share of the absen-
teeism of urban bus drivers stems from
stress-related illnesses such as gastroin-
testinal problems, headaches, and anxi-
ety.19 Many studies have found sharply
elevated rates of hypertension among
bus drivers relative to those of a variety
of control groups, including a control

group of bus drivers pre-employment.20

Additional studies have found elevations
of stress hormones such as adrenaline,
noradrenaline, and cortisol in urban bus
drivers.21 And one study found eleva-
tions of adrenaline and noradrenaline to
be strongly positively correlated with
the density of the traf½c with which the
bus drivers had to contend.22 More than
half of all urban bus drivers retire pre-
maturely with some form of medical dis-
ability.23

A one-hour daily commute through
heavy traf½c is presumably less stressful
than operating a bus all day in an urban
area. Yet this difference is one of degree
rather than of kind. Studies have shown
that the demands of commuting through
heavy traf½c often result in emotional
and behavioral de½cits upon arrival at
home or work.24 Compared to drivers
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who commute through low-density traf-
½c, those who commute through heavy
traf½c are more likely to report feelings
of annoyance.25 And higher levels of
commuting distance, time, and speed
are signi½cantly positively correlated
with increased systolic and diastolic
blood pressure.26

The prolonged experience of commut-
ing stress is also known to suppress im-
mune function and shorten longevity.27

Even daily spells in traf½c as brief as ½f-
teen minutes have been linked to signif-
icant elevations of blood glucose and
cholesterol, and to declines in blood co-
agulation time–all factors that are posi-
tively associated with cardiovascular dis-
ease. Commuting by automobile is also
positively linked with the incidence of
various cancers, especially cancer of the
lung, possibly because of heavier expo-
sure to exhaust fumes.28 The incidence
of these and other illnesses rises with the
length of commute,29 and is signi½cant-
ly lower among those who commute by 
bus or rail,30 and lower still among non-

commuters.31 Finally, the risk of death
and injury from accidents varies posi-
tively with the length of commute and 
is higher for those who commute by car
than for those who commute by public
transport.

In sum, there appear to be persistent
and signi½cant costs associated with a
long commute through heavy traf½c. We
can be con½dent that neurophysiologists
would ½nd higher levels of cortisol, nor-
epinephrine, adrenaline, noradrenaline,
and other stress hormones in the resi-
dents of society A. No one has done the
experiment to discover whether people
from society Awould report lower levels
of life satisfaction than people from soci-
ety B, but since we know that drivers of-
ten report being consciously aware of
the frustration and stress they experi-
ence during commuting, it is a plausible
conjecture that subjective well-being, as
conventionally measured, would be low-
er in society A. Even if the negative ef-
fects of commuting stress never broke
through into conscious awareness, how-
ever, we would still have powerful rea-
sons for wishing to escape them. 

On the strength of the available evi-
dence, then, it appears that a rational
person would have powerful reasons
to choose society B, and no reasons to
avoid it. And yet, despite this evidence,
the United States is moving steadily in
the direction of society A. Even as our
houses continue to grow in size, the av-
erage length of our commute to work
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Table 1
Four thought experiments: the conspicuous consumption of society A versus the inconspicuous
consumption of society B

Society A Society B

continues to grow longer. Between 1982
and 2000, for example, the time penalty
for peak-period travelers increased from
16 to 62 hours per year; the daily window
of time during which travelers might
experience congestion increased from
4.5 to 7 hours; and the volume of road-
ways where travel is congested grew
from 34 to 58 percent.32 The Federal
Highway Administration predicts that
the extra time spent driving because of
delays will rise from 2.7 billion vehicle
hours in 1985 to 11.9 billion in 2005.33

Table 1 lists four similar thought ex-
periments that ask you to choose be-
tween societies that offer different com-
binations of material goods and free
time to pursue other activities. Each case
assumes a speci½c use of the free time
and asks that you imagine it to be one
that appeals to you (if not, feel free to
substitute some other activity that
does).

The choice in each of these thought
experiments is one between conspicu-
ous consumption (in the form of larger
houses) and what, for want of a better
term, I shall call inconspicuous con-
sumption–freedom from traf½c conges-
tion, time with family and friends, vaca-
tion time, and a variety of favorable job
characteristics. In each case the evidence
suggests that subjective well-being will
be higher in the society with a greater
balance of inconspicuous consump-
tion.34 And yet in each case the actual
trend in U.S. consumption patterns has
been in the reverse direction.

The list of inconspicuous consump-
tion items could be extended consider-
ably. Thus we could ask whether living
in slightly smaller houses would be a
reasonable price to pay for higher air
quality, for more urban parkland, for
cleaner drinking water, for a reduction
in violent crime, or for medical research
that would reduce premature death. And
in each case the answer would be the
same as in the cases we have considered
thus far.
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Everyone lives in 3,000-square-foot houses
and has 45 minutes available for exercise
each day.

Everyone lives in 3,000-square-foot houses
and has time to get together with friends
four evenings each month.

Everyone lives in 3,000-square-foot houses
and has four weeks of vacation each year.

Everyone lives in 3,000-square-foot houses
and has a relatively high level of personal
autonomy in the workplace.

Everyone lives in 4,000-square-foot houses
and has no free time for exercise each 
day.

Everyone lives in 4,000-square-foot houses
and has time to get together with friends
one evening each month.

Everyone lives in 4,000-square-foot houses
and has one week of vacation each year.

Everyone lives in 4,000-square-foot houses
and has a relatively low level of personal
autonomy in the workplace.

1

2

3

4

1

2

3
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34  For a detailed survey of the supporting stud-
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My point in the thought experiments
is not that inconspicuous consumption
is always preferable to conspicuous con-
sumption. Indeed, in each case we might
envision a minority of rational individu-
als who might choose society A over so-
ciety B. Some people may simply dislike
autonomy on the job, or dislike exercise,
or dislike spending time with family and
friends. But if we accept that there is lit-
tle sacri½ce in subjective well-being
when all have slightly smaller houses,
the real question is whether a rational
person could ½nd some more productive
use for the resources thus saved. Given
the absolute sizes of the houses involved
in the thought experiments, the answer
to this question would seem to be yes. 

It might seem natural to suppose that
when per capita income rises sharply, as
it has in most countries since at least the
end of World War II, most people would
spend more on both conspicuous and in-
conspicuous consumption. In many in-
stances, this is in fact what seems to have
happened. Thus the cars we buy today
are not only faster and more luxuriously
equipped, but also safer and more reli-
able. If both forms of consumption have
been rising, however, and if inconspicu-
ous consumption boosts subjective well-
being, then why has subjective well-
being not increased during the last sev-
eral decades?

A plausible answer is that whereas
some forms of inconspicuous consump-
tion have been rising, others have been
declining, often sharply. There have
been increases in the annual number of
hours spent at work in the United States
during the last two decades; traf½c has
grown considerably more congested;
savings rates have fallen precipitously;
personal bankruptcy ½lings are at an all-
time high; and there is at least a wide-
spread perception that employment se-

curity and autonomy have fallen sharply.
Declines in these and other forms of in-
conspicuous consumption may well have
offset the effects of increases in others.

The more troubling question is why we
have not used our resources more wisely.
If we could all live healthier, longer, and
more satisfying lives by simply changing
our spending patterns, why haven’t we
done that? 

As even the most ardent free-market
economists have long recognized, the
invisible hand cannot be expected to de-
liver the greatest good for all in cases in
which each individual’s well-being de-
pends on the actions taken by others
with whom he does not interact directly.
This quali½cation was once thought im-
portant in only a limited number of are-
nas–most importantly, activities that
generate environmental pollution. We
now recognize, however, that the inter-
dependencies among us are considerably
more pervasive. For present purposes,
chief among them are the ways in which
the spending decisions of some individ-
uals affect the frames of reference within
which others make important choices. 

Many important rewards in life–ac-
cess to the best schools, to the most de-
sirable mates, and even, in times of fam-
ine, to the food needed for survival–
depend critically on how the choices we
make compare to the choices made by
others. In most cases, the person who
stays at the of½ce two hours longer each
day to be able to afford a house in a bet-
ter school district has no conscious in-
tention to make it more dif½cult for oth-
ers to achieve the same goal. Yet that is
an inescapable consequence of his ac-
tion. The best response available to oth-
ers may be to work longer hours as well,
thereby to preserve their current posi-
tions. Yet the ineluctable mathematical
logic of musical chairs assures that only
10 percent of all children can occupy
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top-decile school seats, no matter how
many hours their parents work.

That many purchases become more
attractive to us when others make them
means that consumption spending has
much in common with a military arms
race. A family can choose how much of
its own money to spend, but it cannot
choose how much others spend. Buying
a smaller-than-average vehicle means
greater risk of dying in an accident.
Spending less on an interview suit
means a greater risk of not landing the
best job. Yet when all spend more on
heavier cars and more ½nely tailored
suits, the results tend to be mutually off-
setting, just as when all nations spend 
more on armaments. Spending less–
on bombs or on personal consumption–
frees up money for other pressing uses,
but only if everyone does it.

What, exactly, is the incentive prob-
lem that leads nations to spend too
much on armaments? It is not suf½cient
merely that each nation’s payoff from
spending on arms depends on how its
spending compares with that of rival na-
tions. Suppose, for example, that each
nation’s payoff from spending on non-
military goods also depended, to the
same extent as for military goods, on the
amounts spent on nonmilitary goods by
other nations. The tendency of military
spending to siphon off resources from
other spending categories would then be
offset by an equal tendency in the oppo-
site direction. That is, if each nation had
a ½xed amount of national income to al-
locate between military and nonmilitary
goods, and if the payoffs in each catego-
ry were equally context sensitive, then
we would expect no imbalance across
the categories. 

For an imbalance to occur in favor of
armaments, the reward from armaments
spending must be more context sensi-
tive than the reward from nonmilitary

spending. And since this is precisely the
case, the generally assumed imbalance
occurs. After all, to be second best in a
military arms race often means a loss 
of political autonomy–clearly a much
higher cost than the discomfort of hav-
ing toasters with fewer slots. 

In brief, we expect an imbalance in the
choice between two activities if the indi-
vidual rewards from one are more con-
text sensitive than the individual re-
wards from the other. The evidence de-
scribed earlier suggests that the satisfac-
tion provided by many conspicuous
forms of consumption is more context
sensitive than the satisfaction provided
by many less conspicuous forms of con-
sumption. If so, this would help explain
why the absolute income and consump-
tion increases of recent decades have
failed to translate into corresponding
increases in measured well-being. 
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